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Abstrat. The anellation problem asks if two omplex algebrai varieties X and Y of the
same dimension suh that X × C and Y × C are isomorphi are isomorphi. Iitaka and Fujita
[15℄ established that the answer is positive for a large lass of varieties of any dimension. In
1989, Danielewski [4℄ onstruted a famous ounter-example using smooth ane surfaes with
additive group ations. His onstrution was further generalized by Fieseler [10℄ and Wilkens
[20℄ to desribe a larger lass of ane surfaes. Here we onstrut higher dimensional analogues
of these surfaes. We study algebrai ations of the additive group C+ on ertain of these
varieties, and we obtain ounter-examples to the anellation problem in any dimension n ≥ 2.
Introdution
The Canellation Problem, whih is sometimes referred to a Zariski's Problem although Zariski's
original question was dierent, has been already disussed in the early seventies as the question
of uniqueness of oeients rings. The problem at that time was to deide for whih rings A and
B an isomorphism of the polynomials rings A [x] and B [x] implies that A and B are isomorphi
(see e.g. [8℄). Using the fat that the tangent bundle of the real n-sphere is stably trivial but not
trivial, Hohster [13℄ showed that this fails in general.
A geometri formulation of the Canellation Problem asks if two algebrai varieties X and
Y suh that Y × A1 is isomorphi to X × A1 are isomorphi. Clearly, if either X or Y does
not ontain rational urves, for instane X or Y is an abelian variety, then every isomorphism
Φ : X × A
∼
→ Y × A1 indues an isomorphism of X and Y . So the Canellation Problem leads to
deide if a given algebrai variety X ontains a family of rational urves, where by a rational urve
we mean the image of a nononstant morphism f : C → X , where C is isomorphi to A1 or P1.
Iitaka and Fujita [15℄ arried a geometri attak to this question using ideas from the lassiation
theory of nonomplete varieties. Every omplex algebrai variety X embeds as an open subset of
omplete variety X¯ for whih the boundary D = X¯ \ X is a divisor with normal rossing. By
replaing the usual sheaves of forms Ωq
(
X¯
)
on X¯ by the sheaves Ωq (logD) of rational q-forms
having at worse logarithmi poles along D, Iitaka [14℄ introdued, among others invariants, the
notion of logarithmi Kodaira dimension κ¯ (X) of a nonomplete variety X , whih is an analogue
of the usual notion of Kodaira for omplete varieties. They established the following result.
Theorem. Let X and Y be two nonsingular algebrai varieties and assume that either κ¯ (X) ≥ 0
or κ¯ (Y ) ≥ 0. Then every isomorphism Φ : X × C
∼
→ Y × C indues an isomorphism between X
and Y .
The hypothesis κ¯ (X) ≥ 0 above guarantees that X annot ontain too many rational urves. For
instane, there is no ylinder-like open subset U ≃ C × A1 in X , for otherwise we would have
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κ¯ (X) = −∞1. It turns out that this additional assumption is essential, as shown by the following
example due to Danielewski [4℄.
Example. The surfaes S1, S2 ⊂ C
3
with equations xz− y2 +1 = 0 and x2z− y2 +1 = 0 are not
isomorphi but S1 × C and S2 ×C are. In the onstrution of Danielewski, these surfaes appear
as the total spaes of prinipal homogeneous C+-bundles over A˜, the ane line with a double
origin, obtained by identifying two opies of A1 along A1 \ {0}. The isomorphism S1×C ≃ S2×C
is obtained by forming the ber produt S1 ×A˜ S2, whih is a prinipal C+-bundle over both S1
and S2, and using the fat that every suh bundle over an ane variety is trivial. On the other
hand, S1 and S2 are not homeomorphi when equipped with the omplex topology. More preisely,
Danielewski established that the fundamental groups at innity of S1 and S2 are isomorphi to
Z/2Z and Z/4Z respetively. Fieseler [10℄ studied and lassied algebrai C+-ations normal ane
surfaes. As a onsequene of his lassiation, he obtained many new examples of the same kind
(see also [20℄).
Here we onstrut higher dimensional analogues of Danielewski's ounter-example. The paper
is organized as follows. In the rst setion, we introdue a natural generalization of the surfaes
S1 and S2 above in the form of ertain ane varieties whih are the total spaes of ertain
prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle over A˜
n
, the ane n-spae with a multiple system of oordinate
hyperplanes. We all them Danielewski varieties. For instane, for every multi-index [m] =
(m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
>0 the nonsingular hypersurfae X[m] ⊂ C
n+2
with equation xm11 · · ·x
mn
n z =
y2 − 1 is a Danielewski variety. As a generalization of a result of Danielewski (see also [10℄), we
establish that the total spae of a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle over A˜
n
is a Danielewski
variety if and only if it is separated. This leads to simple desription of these varieties in terms of
Cˇeh oyles (see Theorem (1.17)).
In a seond part, we study algebrai C+-ations on a ertain lass of varieties whih ontains
the Danielewski varieties X[m] as above. In partiular we ompute the Makar-Limanov invariant
of these varieties, i.e. the set of regular funtions invariant under all C+-ations. We obtain
the following generalisation of a result due to Makar-Limanov [18℄ for the ase of surfaes (see
Theorem (2.8) ).
Theorem. If (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
>1 then the Makar-Limanov of a variety X ⊂ C
n+2
with equation
xm11 · · ·x
mnz = yr +
∑
ai (x1, . . . , xn) y
i, where r ≥,
is isomorphi to C [x1, . . . , xn].
As a onsequene, we obtain innite families of ounter-examples to the Canellation Problem in
every dimension n ≥ 2.
Theorem. Let [m] = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
>1 and [m
′] = (m′1, . . . ,m
′
n) ∈ Z
n
>1 be two multi-index
for whih the subsets {m1, . . . ,mn} and {m
′
1, . . . ,m
′
n} of Z are distint, and let λ1, . . . , λr, where
r ≥ 2 be a olletion of pairwise distint omplex numbers. Then the Danielewski varieties X and
X ′ in Cn+2 with equations
xm11 · · ·x
mn
n z −
r∏
i=1
(y − λi) = 0 and x
m′1
1 · · ·x
m′n
n z −
r∏
i=1
(y − λi) = 0
are not isomorphi, but the varieties X × C and X ′ × C are isomorphi.
1. Danielewski varieties
Danielewski's onstrution an be easily generalized to produe examples of ane varieties X
and Y suh that X ×C and Y ×C are isomorphi. Indeed, if we an equip two ane varieties X
and Y with strutures of prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle ρX : X → Z and ρY : Y → Z over
a ertain sheme Z, then the ber produt X ×Z Y will be a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle
1
Atually, a nonsingular ane surfae has logarithmi Kodaira dimension −∞ if and only if its ontains a
ylinder-like open set (see e.g. [19℄).
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over X and Y , whene a trivial prinipal bundle X × C ≃ X ×Z Y ≃ Y × C as X and Y are
both ane. The base sheme Z whih arises in Danielewski's ounter-example is the ane with
a double origin. The most natural generalization is to onsider an ane spae Cn with a multiple
system of oordinate hyperplanes as a base sheme.
Notation 1.1. In the sequel we denote the polynomial ring C [x1, . . . , xn] by C [x], and the algebra
C
[
x1, x
−1
1 . . . , xn, x
−1
n
]
of Laurent polynomials in the variables x1, . . . , xn by C
[
x, x−1
]
. For
every multi-index [r] = (r1, . . . , rn) ∈ Z
n
, we let x[r] = xr11 · · ·x
rn
n ∈ C
[
x, x−1
]
. We denote by
Hx = V (x1 · · ·xn) the losed subvariety of C
n
onsisting of the disjoint union of the n oordinate
hyperplanes. Its open omplement in Cn, whih is isomorphi to (C∗)
n
, will be denoted by Ux.
Denition 1.2. We let Zn,r be the sheme obtained by gluing r opies δi : Zi
∼
−→ Cn of the ane
spae Cn = Spe (C [x1, . . . , xn]) by the identity along (C
∗)
n
. We all Zn,r the ane n-spae with
an r-fold system of oordinate hyperplanes. We onsider it as a sheme over Cn via the morphism
δ : Zn,r → C
n
restriting to the δi's on the anonial open subset Zi of Zn,r, i = 1, . . . , n.
1.3. We reall that a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle over a base sheme S is an S-sheme
ρ : X → S equipped with an algebrai ation of the additive group C+, suh that there exists an
open overing U = (Si)i∈I of S for whih ρ
−1 (Si) is equivariantly isomorphi to Si × C, where
C+ ats by translations on the seond fator, for every i ∈ I. In partiular, the total spae of a
prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle has the struture of an A
1
-bundle over S. The set H1 (S,C+)
of isomorphism lasses of prinipal homogeneous C+-bundles over S is isomorphi to the rst
ohomology group Hˇ1 (S,OS) ≃ H
1 (S,OS).
Denition 1.4. A Danielewski variety is a nonsingular ane variety of dimension n ≥ 2 whih is
the total spae ρ : X → Zn,r of a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle over Zn,r for a ertain r ≥ 1.
Example 1.5. The Danielewski surfaes S1 =
{
xz − y2 + 1 = 0
}
and S2 =
{
x2z − y2 + 1 = 0
}
above are Danielewski varieties. Indeed, the projetions prx : Si → C, i = 1, 2, fator through
strutural morphisms ρi : Si → Z2,1 of prinipal C+-bundles over the ane line with a double
origin. More generally, the Makar-Limanov surfaes S ⊂ C3 with equations xnz − Q (x, y) = 0,
where n ≥ 1 and Q (x, y) is a moni polynomial in y, suh that Q (0, y) has simple roots are
Danielewski varieties.
Remark 1.6. The sheme Zn,r over whih a Danielewski variety X beomes the total spae of
a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle is unique up to isomorphism. Indeed, we have neessarily
n = dimZ = dimX − 1. On the other hand, it follows from (1.7) below that X is obtained
by gluing r opies of Cn × C along (C∗)
n
× C. So we dedue by indution that Hn+1 (X,Z) is
isomorphi to the diret sum of r opies of Hn ((C
∗)
n
× C,Z) ≃ Hn ((C
∗)
n
,Z) ≃ Z, whene to
Zr. Therefore, if X admits another struture of prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle ρ
′ : X → Zn′,r′
then (n′, r′) = (n, r). However, we want to insist on the fat that this does not imply that the
strutural morphism ρ : X → Zn,r on a Danielewski variety is unique, even up to automorphisms
of the base. This question will be disussed in (1.12) below.
1.7. A prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle ρ : X → Zn,r beomes trivial on the anonial open
overing U of Zn,r be means of the open subsets Zi ≃ C
n
, i = 1, . . . , r (see denition (1.2) above).
So there exists a Cˇeh 1-oyle
g = {gij}i,j=1,...,g ∈ C
1
(
U ,OZn,r
)
≃
r⊕
i=1
C
[
x, x−1
]
representing the isomorphism lass [g] ∈ H1
(
Zn,r,OZn,r
)
≃ Hˇ1
(
U ,OZn,r
)
of X suh that X is
equivariantly isomorphi to the sheme obtained by gluing r opies Zi × C = Spe (C [x] [ti]) of
Cn ×C, equipped with C+-ations by translations on the seond fator, outside Hx ×C ⊂ Zi ×C
by means of the equivariant isomorphisms
φij :
(
Zj \Hx
)
× C
∼
−→
(
Zi \Hx
)
× C, (x, tj) 7→
(
x, tj + gij
(
x, x−1
))
, i 6= j.
Sine a Danielewski variety X is ane, the orresponding transition oyle is not arbitrary. For
instane, the trivial oyle orresponds to the trivial C+-bundle Zn,r × C whih is not even
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separated if r ≥ 2. More generally, if one of the rational funtions gij is regular at a point
λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Hx ⊂ C
n
, then for every germ of urve C ⊂ Cn interseting Hx transversely in
λ, (ρ ◦ δ)−1 (C) ⊂ X is a nonseparated sheme. On the other hand, it follows from a very general
result of Danielewski that the total spae of a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle ρ : X → Zn,2
dened by a oyle g12 = x
−[r]a (x), where [r] ∈ Zn≥1, suh that x
[r]C [x] + a (x)C [x] = C [x] is
ane, isomorphi to the variety X ⊂ Cn+2 with equation x[r]z− y2− a (x) y = 0. More generally,
we have the following result.
Theorem 1.8. For the total spae of a prinipal C+-bundle ρ : X → Zn,r dened by a transition
oyle g =
{
gij
(
x, x−1
)}
i,j=1,...,r
the following are equivalent.
(1) For every i 6= j, gij = x
−[mij ]aij (x) for a ertain multi-index [mij ] ∈ Z
n
>0 and a polynomial
aij (x) suh that aij (x)C [x] + x
(1,...,1)C [x] = C [x],
(2) X is separated
(3) X is ane.
Proof. We dedue from I.5.5.6 in [12℄ that X is separated if and only if gij ∈ C
[
x, x−1
]
generates
C
[
x, x−1
]
as a C [x]-algebra for every i 6= j . Letting gij = x
−[m]a (x), where [m] ∈ Zn≥0 and
where a (x) ∈ C [x], this is the ase if and only if x−[m] generates C
[
x, x−1
]
as a C [x]-algebra and
a (x)C [x]+x[m]C [x] = C [x]. Indeed, the ondition is suient as it guarantees that C
[
x, x−1
]
=
C [x]
[
x−[m]
]
⊂ C [x] [gij ]. Conversely, if C
[
x, x−1
]
= C [x] [gij ] then gij = x
−[m]a (x) for a ertain
multi-index [m] = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
≥1 and a polynomial a ∈ C [x] not divisible by xi for every i =
1, . . . , r. Indeed, if there exists an indie i suh thatmi ≤ 0 then x
−1
i 6∈ C [x] [gij ] whih ontradits
our hypothesis. Furthermore, sine x−[m] ∈ C [x] [gij ], there exists polynomials b1, . . . , bs ∈ C [x]
suh that x−[m] = b0 + b1ax
−[m] + . . . + bsa
−s[m] ∈ C [x] [gij ]. This means equivalently that
x(s−1)[m] = b0x
s[m] + ca for a ertain c ∈ C [x]. If s 6= 1 then c ∈ x(s−1)[m]C [x] as the xi's do not
divide a, and so, there exists c′ ∈ C [x] suh that 1 = b0x
−[m] + c′a. This proves that (1) and (2)
are equivalent.
Now it remains to show that if the gij = x
−[mij ]aij (x) satisfy (1), then X is ane. We rst
observe that there exists an indie i0 suh that m1i0,k = max {m1i,k} for every i = 2, . . . , r and
every k = 1, . . . , n. Indeed, suppose on that there exists two indies i 6= j, say i = 2 and j = 3, and
two indies l 6= k suh that m12,k < m13,k but m12,l > m13,l. We let [µ] ∈ Z
n
≥0 be the multi-index
with omponents µs = max (m12,s,m13,s), so that µk −m13,k = 0 and µk −m12,k > 0 whereas
µl −m12,l = 0 and µl −m13,l > 0. It follows from the oyle relation g23 = g13 − g12 that
x[µ]−[m23]a23 (x) = x
[µ]−[m13]a13 (x)− x
[µ]−[m12]a12 (x) ∈ (xk, xl)C [x] ⊂ C [x] .
Sine the xi's do not divide the aij 's, it follows that neither xk nor xl divides the polynomial
on the right. Thus m23,l = µl and m23,k = µk. This implies that a23 (x) ∈ (xk, xl)C [x] whih
ontradits (1) above. Therefore, the subset of Zn onsisting of the multi-indies [m1i], i = 2, . . . , r,
is totally ordered for the restrition of the produt ordering of Zn, and so, there exists an indie
i0 suh that m1i0,k = max {m1i,k} for every i = 2, . . . , r and every k = 1, . . . , n. By onstrution,
σi (x) = x
[m1i0 ]g1i
(
x, x−1
)
is a polynomial every i = 2, . . . , r, and σi0 (x) restrits to a nonzero
onstant λ ∈ C∗ on Hx ⊂ C
n
. Letting σ1 (x) = 0, we dedue from the oyle relation that
x[m1i0 ]gij = (σj (x)− σi (x)) for every i 6= j. In turn, this implies that the loal morphisms
ψi : Zi × C = Spe (C [x] [ti]) −→ C
n × C, (x, ti) 7→
(
x, x[m1i0 ]ti + σi (x)
)
, i = 1, . . . , r
glue to a birational morphism ψ : X → Cn × C. By onstrution, the images by ψ of Hx × C ⊂
Zi0 ×C and Hx×C ⊂ Z1×C are disjoint, ontained respetively in the losed subsets V (x, t− λ)
and V (x, t) of Cn × C = Spe (C [x] [t]). Therefore, ψ−1 (Cn × C \ V (x, t)) is ontained in the
omplement V1 in X of Hx ×C ⊂ Z1×C, whereas ψ
−1 (Cn × C \ V (x, t− λ)) is ontained in the
omplement Vi0 in X of Hx × C ⊂ Zi0 × C. Clearly, ρ : X → Zn,r restrits on V1 and Vi0 to
the strutural morphisms ρ1 : V1 → Zn,r−1 and ρi0 : Vi0 → Zn,r−1 of the prinipal homogeneous
C+-bundles orresponding tho the Cˇeh oyles {gij}i,j=2,...,r and {gij}i,j 6=i0,i,j=1,...,r. So we
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onlude by a similar indution argument as in Proposition 1.4 in [10℄ that V1 and Vi0 are ane.
In turn, this implies that ψ : X → Cn × C is an ane morphism, and so, X is ane. 
The following example introdue a lass of Danielewski varieties, whih ontains for instane the
Makar-Limanov surfaes of example (1.5).
Example 1.9. Suppose given a olletion σ of polynomials σi (x) ∈ C [x], i = 1, . . . , r, with the
following properties.
(1) σi (0, . . . , 0) 6= σj (0, . . . , 0) for every i 6= j,
(2) σi (x)− σi (0, . . . , 0) ∈ x
(1,...,1)C [x] for every i = 1, . . . , r.
Then for every multi-index [m] = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
>0 the variety X[m],σ ⊂ C
n+2
with equation
x[m]z −
r∏
i=1
(y − σi (x)) = 0
is a Danielewski variety.
Proof. Similarly as the Danielewski surfaes, a variety X[m],σ omes naturally equipped with a
surjetive morphism π = prx : X[m],σ → C
n
, (x, y, z) 7→ x restriting to a trivial A1-bundle
π−1 ((C∗)
n
) ≃ (C∗)
n
× C over Ux = (C
∗)
n
, with oordinate y on the seond fator. On the other
hand, it follows from our assumptions that the ber
π−1
(
Hx
)
≃ Spe
(
C [x, y, z] /
(
x(1,...,1), x[m]z −
r∏
i=1
(y − σi (x))
))
deomposes as the disjoint union of r opiesDi ofHx×C, with equations {x1 · · ·xn = 0, y = σi (0)},
and with oordinate z on the seond fator. The open subsets π−1
(
Ux
)
∪Ci of X[m],σ are isomor-
phi to Cn × C with natural oordinates x and
ti =
y − σi (x)
x[r]
=
z∏
j 6=i
(y − σj (x))
, i = 1, . . . , r,
and so, X[m],σ is isomorphi to the total spae of the prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle dened
by the transition oyles gij = x
−[r] (σj (x)− σi (x)), i, j = 1, . . . , r. 
As a onsequene of the general priniple disussed at the beginning of this setion, Danielewski
varieties are natural andidates for being ounter-examples to the Canellation problem.
Proposition 1.10. If two Danielewski varieties X1 and X2 are the total spaes of C+-prinipal
bundles over the same base Zn,r then X1 × C and X2 × C are isomorphi.
Example 1.11. Given a polynomial P (y) ∈ C [y] with r ≥ 2 simple roots, the varieties X˜[m],P ⊂
Cn+3 = Spe (C [x, y, z, u]) with equations x[m]z − P (y) = 0, where [m] ∈ Zn≥1 is an arbitrary
multi-index, are all isomorphi. Indeed X˜[m],P is isomorphi to X[m],P × C, where X[m],P ⊂
Cn+2 = Spe (C [x, y, z]) denotes the Danielewski variety with equation x[m]z − P (y) = 0, whih
has the struture of a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle over Zn,r (see example (1.9)).
1.12. This leads to the diult problem of deiding whih Danielewski varieties are isomorphi
as abstrat varieties. Things would be simpler if the strutural morphism ρ : X → Zn,r on a
Danielewski variety were unique up to automorphisms of the base. However, this is denitely not
the ase in general, as shown by the Danielewski surfae S1 =
{
xz − y2 + 1 = 0
}
⊂ C3, whih
admits two suh strutures, due to the symmetry between the variables x and z. Atually, the
situation is even worse sine in general, a Danielewski variety admitting a seond C+-ation,
whose general orbits are distint from the general bers of the strutural morphism ρ : X → Zn,r,
omes equipped with a one parameter family of distint strutures of prinipal homogeneous C+-
bundles. Indeed, let G1 ≃ C+ and G2 ≃ C+ be one-parameter subgroups of Aut (X) orresponding
respetively to a prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle struture on ρ : X → Zn,r and another
nontrivial C+-ation on X with general orbits distint from the ones of G1. Then the subgroups
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φ−1t G1φt ≃ C+ of Aut (X), where φt ∈ G2, orrespond to prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle
strutures on X , with pairwise distint general orbits provided that the generators of G1 and G2
do not ommute.
1.13. There exists a useful geometri riterion to deide if a smooth ane surfae admits two
C+-ations with distint general orbits. As is well-known, there exists a orrespondene between
algebrai C+-ations on a normal ane surfae S and surjetive at morphisms q : S → C
with general ber isomorphi to C, over nonsingular ane urves C, the latter orresponding to
algebrai quotient morphisms assoiated with these ations. In this ontext, Gizatullin [11℄ and
Bertin [2℄ (see also [5℄ for the normal ase) established suessively that if a smooth surfae S
admits an A1-bration q : S → C as above then this bration is unique up to isomorphism of the
base if and only if S does not admit a ompletion S →֒ S¯ by a smooth projetive surfae S¯ for
whih the boundary divisor B = S¯ \ S is zigzag, that is, a hain of nonsingular rational urves.
For instane, the fat that the Danielewski surfae S1 =
{
xz − y2 + 1 = 0
}
admits two C+-ations
with distint general orbits an be reovered from this result, as S1 embeds as the omplement of
a diagonal in P1 × P1 via the morphism
S1 →֒ P
1 × P1, (x, y, z) 7→ ([x : y + 1] , [y + 1 : z]) = ([z : y − 1] , [x : y − 1]) .
Bandman and Makar-Limanov [1℄ (see also [6℄ for a more general result) dedued from this riterion
that a Danielewski surfae ρ : S → Z1,r admits two independent C+-ations if and only if it is
isomorphi to a surfae in C3 with equation xz−P (y) = 0, where P is a polynomial with r simple
roots. Latter on, Daigle [3℄ established that all C+-ations on suh a surfae S are onjugated
to a one whose general orbits oinides with the ones of the prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle
struture ρ : S → Z1,r fatoring the projetion prx : S → C.
1.14. Unfortunately, there is no obvious generalization of Gizatullin riterion for higher dimen-
sional variety with C+-ations. However, it turns out that in ertain situations suh as the one
desribed in (2.8) below, one an establish by diret omputations that the strutural mor-
phism ρ : X → Zn,r on a Danielewski variety is unique up to automorphisms of the base.
If this holds, then it beomes easier to deide if another Danielewski variety is isomorphi to
X as an abstrat variety. Indeed, the group Aut (Zn,r) × Aut (C+) ≃ Aut (Zn,r) × C
∗
ats
on the set H1
(
Zn,r,OZn,r
)
by sending a lass [g] ∈ H1
(
Zn,r,OZn,r
)
represented by a bundle
ρ : X → Zn,r with C+-ation µ : C+ × X → X to the isomorphism lass (φ, λ) · [g] of the
ber produt bundle pr2 : φ
∗X = X ×Zn,r Zn,r → Zn,r equipped with the C+-ation dened by
µλ (t, (x, z)) 7→
(
µ
(
λ−1t, x
)
, z
)
. Similar arguments as in Theorem 1.1 in [20℄ imply the following
haraterization.
Proposition 1.15. Let ρ1 : X1 → Zn,r and ρ2 : X2 → Zn,r be two Danielewski varieties. If ρ1 is
a unique A1-bundle struture on X1 up to automorphisms of Zn,r, then X1 and X2 are isomorphi
as abstrat varieties if their isomorphism lasses as prinipal C+-bundles belong to the same orbit
under the ation of Aut (Zn,r)×Aut (C+).
1.16. Let us again onsider the Danielewski varieties X[m],σ ⊂ C
n+2
with equations x[m]z −∏r
i=1 (y − σi (x)) = 0, where [m] = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
>0 is a multi-index and where σ = {σi (x)}i=1,...,r
is olletion of polynomials satisfying (1) and (2) in example (1.9). Again, we denote by π = prx :
X[m],σ → C
n
, (x, y, z) 7→ x the bration whih fators through the strutural morphism of the
prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle ρ : X[m],σ → Zn,r desribed in (1.9) above. Suppose that one
of the mi's, say m1 is equal to 1. Then X[m],σ admits a seond bration
π1 : X[m],σ → C
n, (x1, . . . , xn, y, z) 7→ (x2, . . . , xn, z)
restriting to the trivial A1-bundle over (C∗)
n
and the same argument as in (1.9) above shows
that π1 fators through the strutural morphism of another prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle
ρ1 : X[m],σ → Zn,r. On the hand, Makar-Limanov [18℄ established that for every integer m ≥ 2
the A1-bundle struture ρ : S → Z1,r above on a Danielewski surfae S ⊂ C
3
with equation
xmz − P (y) = 0, where degP (y) = r ≥ 2, is unique up to isomorphism of the base. More
generally, we have the following result.
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Theorem 1.17. Let σ = {σi (x)}i=1,...,r be a olletion of r ≥ 2 polynomials satisfying (1) and (2)
in example (1.9). Then for every multi-index [m] ∈ Zn>1, ρ : X[m],σ → Zn,r is a unique struture
of prinipal homogeneous C+-bundle struture on X[m],σ up to ation of the group Aut (Zn,r) ×
Aut (C+).
Proof. This follows from Theorem (2.8) below whih guarantees more generally that the algebrai
quotient morphism q : X[m],σ → X[m],σ//C+ assoiated with an arbitrary nontrivial C+-ation on
X[m],σ oinides with the projetion π = prx : X[m],σ → C
n
. 
It follows from (1.16) that every Danielewski variety X[m],σ ⊂ C
n+2
dened by a multi-index
[m′] ∈ Zn≥1 \ Z
n
>1 admits a seond C+-ation whose general orbits are distint from the general
bers of the A1-bundle ρ : X[m],σ → Zn,r. This leads to the following result.
Corollary 1.18. For every olletion σ = {σi (x)}i=1,...,r of r ≥ 2 polynomials satisfying (1) and
(2) in example (1.9) and every pair of multi-index [m] ∈ Zn>1 and [m
′] ∈ Zn≥1\Z
n
>1 the Danielewski
varieties X[m],σ and X[m′],σ are not isomorphi.
1.19. More generally, let [m] = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
>1 and [m
′] = (m′1, . . . ,m
′
n) ∈ Z
n
>1 be two
multi-index for whih the subsets {m1, . . . ,mn} and {m
′
1, . . . ,m
′
n} of Z are distint. Then for
every olletion σ = {σi (x)}i=1,...,r of r ≥ 2 polynomials satisfying (1) and (2), the Cˇeh oyles
gij = x
−[m] (σj (x)− σi (x)) and g
′
ij = x
−[m′] (σj (x)− σi (x))
in C1
(
U ,OZn,r
)
≃ C
[
x, x−1
]r
are not ohomologous and do not belong to the same orbit under
the ation of Aut (Zn,r)×Aut (C+) on C
1
(
U ,OZn,r
)
. As a onsequene of Proposition (1.15) and
Theorem (1.17) above, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1.20. Under the hypothesis above, the Danielewski variety X[m],σ and X[m′],σ are not
isomorphi. In partiular, there exists an innite ountable family of pairwise nonisomorphi
Danielewski variety X[m],σ with the property that all the varieties X[m],σ × C are isomorphi.
Remark 1.21. Given a multi-index [m] ∈ Zn>1, the problem of haraterizing expliitly the ol-
letions σ = {σi (x)}i=1,...,r whih lead to isomorphi Danielewski varieties X[m],σ is more subtle
in general. By virtue of proposition (1.15), it is equivalent to desribe the orbits of the asso-
iated oyles gij = x
−[m] (σj (x)− σi (x)) under the ation of Aut (Zn,r) × Aut (C+). In the
ase of surfaes, the question beomes simpler as Aut (Z1,r) ≃ C
∗ × Z/rZ. For instane, Makar-
Limanov [18℄ obtained a omplete lassiation of the Danielewski surfaes S ⊂ C3 with equation
xnz − P (y) = 0, where n ≥ 2. More generally, we refer the interested reader to the forthoming
paper [7℄, in whih we study Danielewski surfaes with equations xnz −Q (x, y) = 0.
2. Additive group ations on Danielewski varieties
Makar-Limanov [17℄ observed that it is sometimes possible to obtain information on algebrai
C+-ations on an ane varietyX by onsidering homogeneousC+-ations on ertain ane ones Xˆ
assoiated with X . We reall that the Makar-Limanov invariant of an ane variety X = Spe (B)
is the subring ML (X) of B onsisting of regular funtions on B whih are invariant under all
C+-ations on X . Using assoiated homogeneous objets, he established in [17℄ that the Makar-
Limanov invariant of the Russell ubi threefold, i.e. the hypersurfae X ⊂ C4 with equation
x + x2y + z2 + t3 = 0, is not trivial. He also omputed in [18℄ the Makar-Limanov invariant
of ane surfaes S = {xnz − P (y) = 0}, where deg (P ) > 1and n > 1. Here we use a similar
method, based on real-valued weight degree funtions, to ompute the Makar-Limanov invariant
of the Danielewski varieties X[m],σ, where [m] ∈ Z
n
>1.
2.1. Basi fats on loally nilpotent derivations.
He we reall results on loally nilpotent derivations that will be used in the following subsetions.
We refer the reader to [9℄ and [16℄ for more omplete disussions.
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2.1. Algebrai C+-ations on a omplex ane variety X = Spe (B) are in one-to-one orrespon-
dene with loally nilpotent C-derivations of B, that is, derivations ∂ : B → B suh that every b
belongs to the kernel of ∂m for a suitable m = m (b). Indeed, for every algebrai C+-ation on S
with omorphism µ∗ : B → B⊗C C [t], ∂µ =
d
dt
|t=0 ◦µ
∗ : B → B is a loally nilpotent derivation.
Conversely, for every suh derivation ∂ : B → B the exponential map
exp (t∂) : B → B [t] , b 7→
∑
n≥0
∂nb
n!
tn
oinides with the omorphism of an algebrai C+-ation on X . To every loally nilpotent deriva-
tion ∂ of B, we assoiate a funtion
deg∂ : B → N ∪ {−∞} , dened by deg∂ (b) =
{
−∞ if b = 0
max {m, ∂mb 6= 0} otherwise,
whih we all the degree funtion generated by ∂. We reall the following fats.
Proposition 2.2. Let ∂ be a nontrivial loally nilpotent derivation of B. Then the following hold.
(1) B has transendene degree one over Ker (∂). The eld of fration Frac (B) of B is a purely
transendental extension of Frac (Ker (∂)), and Ker (∂) is algebraially losed in B.
(2) For every f ∈ Ker
(
∂2
)
\ Ker (∂), the loalization Bf of B at f is isomorphi to the poly-
nomial ring in one variable Ker (∂)∂(f) [f ] over the loalization Ker (∂)∂(f) of Ker (∂) at ∂ (f).
In partiular, for every b ∈ Ker
(
∂m+1
)
\ Ker (∂m), there exists a′, a0, . . . , am ∈ Ker (∂), where
a′, am 6= 0, suh that a
′b =
∑m
j=0 ajf
j
.
(3) deg∂ : B → N ∪ {−∞} is a degree funtion, i.e. deg∂ (b+ b
′) ≤ max (deg∂ (b) , deg∂ (b
′))
and deg∂ (bb
′) = deg∂ (b) + deg∂ (b
′).
(4) If b, b′ ∈ B \ {0} and bb′ ∈ Ker (∂), then b, b′ ∈ Ker (∂).
2.2. Equivariant deformations to the one following Kaliman and Makar-Limanov.
Here we review a proedure due to Makar-Limanov [17℄ whih assoiates to ltered algebra
(B,F) equipped with a loally nilpotent derivation ∂ a graded algebra equipped with an homo-
geneous loally nilpotent derivation indued by ∂.
2.3. We let B be a nitely generated algebra, equipped with an exhaustive, separated, asending
ltration F = {F tB}t∈R by C-linear subspaes F
tB of B. For every t ∈ R, we let F t0B =⋃
s<t F
sB. We denote by
grFB =
⊕
t∈R
(grFB)
t
, where (grFB)
t
= F tB/F t0B
the R-graded algebra assoiated to the ltered algebra (B,F), and we let gr : B → grFB the
natural map whih sends an element b ∈ F tB ⊂ B to its image gr (b) under the anonial map
F tB → F tB/F t0B ⊂ grFB. Suppose further that 1 ∈ F
0B \ F 00B and that(
F t1B \ F t10 B
) (
F t2B \ F t20 B
)
⊂
(
F t1+t2B \ F t1+t20 B
)
for every t1, t2 ∈ R.
Then the ltration F is indued by a degree funtion dF : B → R ∪ {−∞} on B. Indeed, the
formulas dF (0) = −∞ and dF (b) = t if b ∈ F
tB \ F t0B ⊂ B dene a degree funtion on B
suh that F tB = {b ∈ B, d (b) ≤ t} for every t ∈ R. In what follows, we only onsider ltrations
indued by degree funtions.
2.4. Given a nontrivial loally nilpotent derivation ∂ of B and a nonzero b ∈ B, we let t (b) =
dF (∂b)−dF (b) ∈ R. By denition, if b ∈ F
tB\(Ker∂ ∩ F t0B) then ∂b ∈ F
t+t(b)B\F
t+t(b)
0 B. Sine
B is nitely generated, it follows that there exists a smallest t0 ∈ R suh that ∂F
tB ⊂ F t+t0B.
So ∂ indues a loally nilpotent derivation gr∂ of the assoiated graded algebra grFB of (B,F),
dened by
gr∂ (gr (b)) =
{
gr (∂b) if dF (∂ (b))− dF (b) = t0
0 otherwise.
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By onstrution, gr∂ sends an homogeneous omponent F tB/F t0B of grFB into the homogeneous
omponent F t+t0B/F t+t00 B. We say that gr∂ is the homogeneous loally nilpotent derivation of
grFB assoiated with ∂. By onstrution, if grFB is a domain, then
deg∂ (b) ≥ deggr∂ (gr (b))(2.1)
for every b ∈ B. We will see below that this inequality plays a ruial role in the omputation of
the Makar-Limanov invariant of ertain Danielewski varieties.
Remark 2.5. For integral-valued degree funtions d : B → Z ∪ {−∞}, the above onstrution ad-
mits a simple geometri interpretation. Indeed, letting F = {FnB}n∈Z be the ltration generated
by d, we onsider the Rees algebra
R (B,F) =
⊕
n∈Z
Fns−n ⊂ B
[
s, s−1
]
.
Every loally nilpotent derivation ∂ of B anonially extends to a loally nilpotent derivation ∂˜ of
R (B,F) with the property that ∂˜ (s) = 0. By onstrution, the inlusion C [s] →֒ R (B,F) gives
rise to a at family ρ : X = Spe (R (B,F))→ C of ane varieties with C+-ations, suh that for
every s ∈ C∗, the ber Xs is isomorphi to X equipped with the C+-ation dened by ∂, whereas
the ber X0 ≃ Spe (R (B,F) /sR (B,F)) is isomorphi to the spetrum of the graded algebra
grFB, equipped with C+-ation orresponding to the homogeneous loally nilpotent derivation
gr∂ of grFB dened above.
2.3. On the Makar-Limanov invariants of Danielewski varieties X[m],σ.
Here we onsider a lass of ane varieties with C+-ations whih ontains the Danielewski
varieties X[m],σ of example (1.9). We onstrut ertain ltrations Fd of their oordinate rings
indued by weight degree funtions, and we determine the struture of the assoiated homogeneous
objets. Finally we ompute their Makar-Limanov invariants.
Denition 2.6. Given a moni polynomial Q (x, y) = yr +
∑r−1
i=0 ai (x) y
i ∈ C [x] [y] of degree
r ≥ 2 and a multi-index [m] = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n
≥1, we denote by X[m],Q ⊂ C
n+2
the ane
variety with equation x[m]z −Q (x, y) = 0.
2.7. Clearly, the above lass of ane varieties ontains the Danielewski varieties X[m],σ ⊂ C
n+2
with equations x[m]z −
∏r
i=1 (y − σi (x)) = 0. Again, the projetion
π = prx : X[m],Q → C
n, (x, y, z) 7→ x
restrits to a trivial A
1
-bundle (C∗)
n
× C = Spe
(
C
[
x, x−1
]
[y]
)
over (C∗)
n
⊂ Cn. On the other
hand π−1
(
Hx
)
red
is the disjoint union of r˜ opies of Hx×C with equations {x1 · · ·xn = 0, y = λi},
where λ1, . . . , λr˜ denote the distint roots of the polynomial P (y) = Q (0, y). The loally nilpotent
derivation ∂ of C [x, y, z] dened by
∂ (xi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , r, ∂ (y) = x
[m] ∂ (z) =
∂Q (x, y)
∂y
annihilates the denning ideal I =
(
x[m]z −Q (x, y)
)
ofX[m],Q, whene indues a nontrivial loally
nilpotent derivation of the oordinate ring B of X[m],Q. The general orbits of the orresponding
C+-ation oinide with the general bers of π. Hene π oinides with the algebrai quotient
morphism q : X[m],Q → X[m],Q//C+ = Spe
(
BC+
)
. This shows that ML
(
X[m],Q
)
⊂ C [x]. Atu-
ally, a similar argument as in (1.16) above shows that ML
(
X[m],Q
)
is a subring of C [xi1 , . . . , xis ],
where i1, . . . , is denote the indies for whih mik = 1. In partiular, if [m] = (1, . . . , 1), then
ML
(
X[m],Q
)
= C. In ontrast, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.8. If [m] ∈ Zn>1 then the Makar-Limanov invariant of a variety X[m],Q is isomorphi
to C [x].
2.9. It sues to shows Ker
(
∂2
)
⊂ C [x, y] ⊂ B for every nontrivial loally nilpotent derivation ∂
on the oordinate ring B ofX[m],Q. Indeed, if ∂ is nontrivial, then it follows from (2) in Proposition
(2.2) that there exists f ∈ Ker
(
∂2
)
\ Ker (∂) suh that z = x−[m]
(
y2 − 1
)
∈ B ⊂ C
[
x, x−1, y
]
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satises a relation of the form a′z =
∑m
j=1 ajf
j
for suitable elements a′, a0, . . . , am ∈ Ker (∂), where
a′, am 6= 0. Therefore, if Ker
(
∂2
)
⊂ C [x, y] then z = r (x, y) /q (x, y) for a ertain polynomial
q (x, y) ∈ Ker (∂). This implies that x[m] divides q (x, y) and so, by virtue of (3) in (2.2), C [x] ⊂
Ker (∂) as mi ≥ 1 for every i = 1, . . . , n. To show that the inlusion Ker
(
∂2
)
⊂ C [x, y] holds for
every nontrivial loally nilpotent derivation on B, we study in (2.10)-(2.16) below the homogeneous
objets assoiated with ertain ltrations on B indued by weight degree funtions.
Denition 2.10. A weight degree funtion on a polynomial ring C [x] is a degree funtion d :
C [x]→ R dened by real weights di = d (xi), i = 1, . . . , n. The d-degree of monomial m = x
[α]
is
α1d1 + . . .+αdn, and the d-degree d (p) of a polynomial p ∈ C [x] is dened as the suppremum of
the degrees d (m), where m runs through the monomials of p. A weight degree funtion d denes
a grading C [x] =
⊕
t∈R C [x]t, where C [x]t \ {0} onsists of all the d-homogeneous polynomials of
d-degree t. In what follows, we denote by p¯ the prinipal d-homogeneous omponent of p, that is,
the homogeneous omponent of p of degree d (p). A degree funtion d on C [x] naturally extends
to a degree funtion on the algebra C
[
x, x−1
]
of Laurent polynomials.
2.11. Given a multi-index [m] ∈ Zn>1 and a moni polynomial Q (x, y) ∈ C [x] [y] as in denition
(2.6), we denote by B = C [x, y, z] /I, where I =
(
x[r]z −Q (x, y)
)
, the oordinate ring of the
orresponding variety X[m],Q, and we denote by σ : C [x, y, z] → B the natural morphism. The
polynomial ring C [x, y] is naturally a subring of B. Moreover, by means of the loalization ho-
momorphism B →֒ Bx = B⊗C[x] C
[
x, x−1
]
≃ C
[
x, x−1, y
]
, B is itself identied to the subalgebra
C
[
x, y, x−[m]Q (x, y)
]
of C
[
x, x−1, y
]
. Hene every weight degree funtion d on C
[
x, x−1, y
]
in-
dues an exhaustive separated asending ltration Fd = {F
tB}t∈R of B ⊂ C
[
x, x−1, y
]
by means
of the subsets F tB = {p ∈ B, d (p) ≤ t}, t ∈ R.
2.12. Sine Q (x, y) = yr +
∑r−1
i=0 ai (x) y
i
is moni, it follows that if the weight dy of y is positive
and suiently bigger that the weights di of the xi's, then the prinipal d-homogeneous omponent
of Q (x, y) is simply Q¯ (x, y) = yr. If this holds, then grFB is generated by gr (x) = x, gr (y) = y
and gr (z) = x−[m]yr, with the unique relation x[m]gr (z) = yr. Hene, letting d˜ : C [x, y, z] → R
be the unique weight degree funtion restriting to d on C [x, y] ⊂ C [x, y, z] and suh that d˜ (z) =
rdy − (m1d1 + · · ·+mndn) ∈ R, we obtain an isomorphism of graded algebras
φ : Bˆ = C [x, y, z]/Iˆ =
⊕
t∈R
Bˆt
∼
−→ grFdB =
⊕
t∈R
F tB/F t0B,
where Iˆ =
(
x[m]z − yr
)
⊂ C [x, y, z] denotes the d˜-homogeneous ideal generated by the prinipal
omponents of the polynomials in I =
(
x[r]z −Q (x, y)
)
, and where Bˆt = Bˆt = C [x, y, z]t /Iˆ ∩
C [x, y, z]t for every t ∈ R.
2.13. It follows from (1) and (4) in Proposition (2.2), that the kernel of an assoiated homoge-
neous loally nilpotent derivations gr∂ of grFdB ontains n algebraially independent irreduible
homogeneous elements. To make the study of these derivations easier, we need to make the set of
these irreduible homogeneous elements as small as possible. For this purpose, we onsider weight
funtions d : C [x, y]→ R satisfying the following properties :
(1) The weight dy of y is positive, and Q¯ (x, y) = y
r
.
(2) The real weights di = d (xi) and dy are linearly independent over Z.
Aording to (2.12) above, the rst ondition guarantees that the graded algebra grFB of the
ltered algebra (B,Fd) is isomorphi to the quotient Bˆ of C [x, y, z] by the d˜-homogeneous ideal
Iˆ =
(
x[m]z − yr
)
. The seond one is motivated by the following result.
Lemma 2.14. Under the hypothesis above, every homogeneous element of Bˆ is the image by the
natural morphism σˆ : C [x, y, z]→ Bˆ of a unique monomial of C [x, y, z] not divisible by x[m]z. In
partiular, every irreduible homogeneous element of Bˆ is the image of a variable of C [x, y, z].
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Proof. Sine Iˆ =
(
x[m]z − yr
)
, every nonzero homogeneous element of Bˆ is the image by σˆ of a
unique homogeneous polynomial p¯ ∈ C [x, y, z] whose monomials are not divisible by x[m]z. On
the other hand, the hypothesis on d, together with the fat that d˜ (z) = 2dy−(m1d1 + . . .+mndn)
implies that if p¯ ontains a pair of monomials µ1 6= µ2, then there exists λ ∈ C and k ∈ Z suh
that µ1µ
−1
2 = λ
(
x[m]zy−r
)k
. If k 6= 0, then x[m]z divides one of the µi, whih is impossible. Thus
p¯ is a monomial. 
Proposition 2.15. If [m] ∈ Zn>1 then Ker
(
∂ˆ
)
= C [x] for every assoiated homogeneous loally
nilpotent derivation ∂ˆ on Bˆ. Furthermore deg
∂ˆ
(σˆ (z)) ≥ 2.
Proof. By virtue of (1) and (4) in (2.2), the kernel of ∂ˆ ontains n algebraially independent
irreduible homogeneous elements ξ1, . . . , ξn. So it follows from lemma (2.14) above that the ξi's
are the images by σˆ of n distint variables of C [x, y, z]. These funtions ξi, i = 1, . . . , n, dene a
morphism q : Xˆ = Spe
(
Bˆ
)
→ Cn whih invariant for the C+-ation dened by ∂ˆ. In partiular,
for a general point λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ C
n
, the C+-ation on Xˆ speializes to a nontrivial C+-ation
on the ber q−1 (λ). Suppose that one of the ξi's, say ξ1, is the image of y. Then, depending on the
other variables induing the ξi's, i = 2, . . . , n, we would obtain, for a general µ ∈ C, a nontrivial
C+-ation on one of the urves C ⊂ C
2
with equations x
mi1
i1
x
mi2
i2
− µ = 0 or x
mi1
i1
z− µ = 0, whih
is absurd. Similarly, is ξ1 is the image of z then, for a general µ ∈ C, the C+-ation on Xˆ would
speialize to a nontrivial ation on the urve with equation µxmii − y
r = 0 for ertain i = 1, . . . , n.
This impossible as r > 1 andmi > 1 for every i = 1, . . . , n by hypothesis. This proves that Ker
(
∂ˆ
)
ontains C [x]. Thus ∂ˆ naturally extends to a loally nilpotent derivation of Bˆx ≃ C
[
x, x−1, y
]
. In
turn, this implies that deg
∂ˆ
(y) = 1 and deg
∂ˆ
(σˆ (z)) ≥ 2 as σˆ (z) ∈ Bˆ oinides with x−[m]yr ∈ Bˆx
via the anonial injetion Bˆ →֒ Bˆx. Therefore, the projetion prx : Xˆ → C
n
oinides with the
algebrai quotient morphism of the assoiated C+-ation. This proves that Ker
(
∂ˆ
)
= C [x]. 
The following result ompletes the proof of Theorem (2.8).
Corollary 2.16. For every nontrivial loally nilpotent ∂ of B, Ker
(
∂2
)
is ontained in C [x, y].
Proof. Reall that b ∈ Ker
(
∂2
)
if and only if deg∂ (b) ≤ 1. Sine I is generated by the polynomial
x[m]z−Q (x, y), every b ∈ Ker
(
∂2
)
is the restrition toX[m],Q of a unique polynomial p ∈ C [x, y, z]
whose monomials are not divisible by x[m]z. Suppose that p 6∈ C [x, y]. Then there exists a weight
degree funtion d on C [x, y, z] as in (2.13) for whih the prinipal d-homogeneous omponent p¯
belongs to C [x, y, z] \ C [x, y]. We dedue from lemma (2.14) above that p¯ = x[α]yβzγ , where
γ ≥ 1 and x[m]z does not divide x[α]zγ . Letting ∂ˆ = gr∂ be the homogeneous loally nilpotent
derivation of Bˆ = grFB assoiated with ∂, we have deg∂ˆ (σˆ (p¯)) ≥ deg∂ˆ (σˆ (z)) and so (see (2.1)),
deg∂ (b) ≥ deg∂ˆ (σˆ (z)) as σˆ (p¯) oinides via the isomorphism φ of (2.12) with the image gr (b) ∈
grFB of b. This is absurd as deg∂ˆ (σˆ (z)) ≥ 2 by virtue of lemma (2.15). 
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